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The field of regenerative medicine has changed considerably within the past 10
years. As the industry has expanded, a growing sophistication in primary human cell
culture has revolutionized our understanding of the pathological processes in many
previously untreatable diseases. As a result, the increasing research and application
of stem cells has paved a way for the commercialization of cell-based therapeutics,
leading to a heightened awareness around the need for specialized materials used in
their manufacture. 

Expansion of the field has fostered multidisciplinary collaboration across academic,
industrial, and clinical sectors, all with the common goal of producing cells of high
quality for the success of these novel therapies. To ensure high quality and
reproducible results, reagent consistency is paramount.

The basic requirements for growing cells in vitro are
simple: the cell culture requires both a substrate to
grow on and nutrients to consume. However, with
the growing sophistication of cell therapy, stem cells
require more specific and finely tuned medium and
substrate combinations to mimic their in vivo niche
[1]. This is because different stem cells often require
different culture conditions, demanding more
specialized and complex materials for manufacturing
reagents. “Stem cells require much more effort to
identify the specific nutrients, attachment proteins,
growth factors and cytokines that best support their
growth in culture,” said Dan Haus, formerly an
Application Development Scientist at Biological
Industries (Beit HaEmek, Israel). Therefore, finely
tuned reagents of high-quality are essential in stem
cell applications. 

The need for high cell quality in cell and gene therapy
means that control of critical culture parameters for
reproducibility is crucial. Compositional variations in
cell culture reagents can result in changes in pH and
salt concentrations, precipitates in solutions, or unit
variations for critical enzymes [2]. Inconsistencies  

within reagent lots - where some reagent packs
differ from others - can affect the efficacy of the
final cell product, leading to wasted time and effort,
and delayed treatment administration. Further,
clinically significant variability between reagent lots
can cause changes in results that pose a risk to
patient care [3].

There are several factors that can reduce the
efficacy of each reagent lot. One of the most
common causes of reagent inconsistency are
procedural errors in the laboratory, where the user
makes mistakes preparing the reagent. Beyond this,
other errors can include unclear manufacturer
instructions, improper storage or transport that
disrupts the stability of the reagent, using reagents
past their expiration date and changes in critical
reagent material during manufacturing. 
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Standardizing protocols
It is considered both good laboratory practice, as well
as good laboratory regulations and accreditation
standards to evaluate each new reagent lot before
use [4,5], as every individual lot can affect quality
control material and patient sample performance. 
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Once specific and optimal culture conditions are
established, researchers must ensure that these
conditions are reproducible to be confident that they
are working in identical compositions that will deliver
products of high efficacy, from one experiment to the
next.

The challenges associated with inconsistent reagents
have highlighted a growing need for a standardized
protocol or guideline to help laboratories ensure lot-
to-lot consistency. To deal with this, the Clinical and
Laboratory Standards Institute (PA, USA) published
the document ‘User Evaluation of Between-Reagent
Lot Variation; Approved Guideline’ in 2013 [5]. The
EP26-A guidelines outline a standardized protocol
that accounts for the resource constraints of the
clinical laboratory, using the smallest possible patient
samples. 

The protocol describes two main steps in ensuring
consistency. The first is to establish a threshold for
rejection; this is based on data that defines the
maximum allowance for difference between reagent
lots, without having adverse impact on the final
product. There should also be an appropriate
statistical method applied to detect the significance
of lot-to-lot differences. The second step is to test
the two reagent lots on a determined number of
patient samples – this verifies the adequacy of both
lots by identifying any differences in performance.
The results can be analyzed in accordance with the
rejection threshold. The EP26-A guidelines provide
the scientific community with a standardized
protocol to ensure reagent consistency,
strengthening reproducibility, quality, and confidence
in the process.

Though undergoing the necessary steps for
verification of reagents is paramount in ensuring final
product quality, it can be a time-consuming task for 

laboratories – especially when processing products in
bulk. For laboratories to streamline this process, it is
important to source reagents from reliable
manufacturers, which provide highly specified
products that meet qualified standards. 

The role of the reagent
manufacturer
Studies have found among all the sources that
publish the composition of their reagents – from
laboratories to manufacturers - commercial
manufacturers were the most accurate in citation
and formulation [2].  Producers of cell therapeutics
can ensure reproducibility of culture conditions
through reagent consistency. To achieve this, they
must use sources of high-quality GMP reagents that
are proven to be free of contaminants, are suitably
qualified and display batch-to-batch consistency.
There are a number of reagent manufacturers that
fulfil these requirements, each seeking to provide
superior performance and consistency of reagents
for the benefit of the laboratory. 

As the field of cell and gene therapy rapidly grows,
the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
regulatory guidelines call for greater control of raw
materials. Serum-free media and reagents have been
increasing in popularity over recent years – they are
defined, reproducible and minimize the risk of
introducing adventitious agents. “By developing fully
defined cell culture reagents, product developers can
help reduce this variation and improve reproducibility
across multiple laboratories,” advised Justin
Colacino, John G. Searle Assistant Professor of
Environmental Health Sciences in the School of
Public Health, University of Michigan (MI, USA).
Safety and reliability have made serum-free media
and animal-free reagents an attractive target for cell
and gene therapy manufacturers to deliver 
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reproducible formulations with reduced batch-to-
batch variability.  

For example, Sartorius (Göttingen, Germany), a
biopharmaceutical manufacturing company, offers a
range of serum-free and xeno-free cell culture
media and reagents [6] designed and tested to
provide enhanced performance and maintain
consistency during cells’ culture, expansion and
passaging. These include NutriStem® media [7] for
the expansion and maintenance of human stem cells
(human pluripotent stem cells and human
mesenchymal stem cells), 4Cell® Nutri-T media [8]
for the expansion and activation of immune cells,
NutriFreez® solutions [9] for the cryopreservation of
various cells in animal-component free conditions, as
well as cell attachment and dissociation reagents. All
products are chemically defined and vary in the
range between xeno-free and serum-free to animal
component free, therefore laboratories can leverage
the benefits of increased safety, lot-to-lot
consistency and simplified regulatory submissions.

As the reagent manufacturer aims to produce
reliable products to streamline success of cell and
gene therapies later in the pipeline, it is important
that they follow standardized guidelines to guarantee
quality and consistency of products. Sartorius’
products are manufactured under cGMP conditions
with a drug master file under FDA, attesting to their
greatly reduced variability. This provides detailed
information about the facilities and processes used
in manufacturing, processing, packaging, and
storage of their reagents, offering an invaluable
insight into the end-to-end process. 
 

Concluding remarks 
The rapidly expanding commercialization of cell and
gene therapy requires consistency in all areas, from
laboratory protocols to the manufacture of reagents.
To ensure quality and reproducibility of results, a
well-informed approach must be taken when
verifying lot-to-lot consistency and choosing a
trusted reagent manufacturer. It is not only the
laboratory’s responsibility, but also the
manufacturer’s, to follow standardized guidelines for
overall consistent results across the industry.
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Critical reagent 
stability for 
immunogenicity 
assays

Arron SL Xu & Jessica Weant

With the increase of biological drug candidates and 
biosimilars entering the drug development programs in the 
past decade, the need for robust and sensitive bioanalytical 
assays and critical reagents to support bioana lysis of 
biological drug candidates in both nonregulated 
(exploratory) and regulated laboratory environment 
throughout an entire drug-development program has 
highlighted the critical role bioanalytical support plays 
from in vitro screening, pharmacokinetics, safety and 
efficacy biomarkers development, immunogenicity 
assessment to product release pharmacovigilance. 
Biological drugs include monoclonal antibodies, antibody 
fragments (e.g., minibodies) and antibody–drug conjugates, 
nonantibody protein drugs (e.g., growth hormones), and 
peptide drugs [1]. Biologics are generally expressed in 
transfected or hybridoma cell culture with a significant 
post-translational modification (e.g., diverse glycoslation 
of the biological molecules). They may undergo chemical 
conjugation to generate a protein–small-molecule 
conjugate drug (e.g., antibody–drug conjugate). 
Immunogenicity assessment of biological drugs is part of 
the critical safety and efficacy assessment of the biological 
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drug development. Various assays and 
formats are employed in immunogenicity 
assessment for anti-drug antibody (ADA) 
screening, confirmatory assays and 
antibody neutralizing assays [2]. Ligand-
binding assays (LBAs), comprising of direct 
(e.g., direct sandwich format) and indirect 
(e.g., bridging format) methods, are most 
commonly used for initial screening, titering 
and confirmatory assay of ADA. Critical 
reagents used in the LBAs and functional 
assays of a biological drug are often 
specifically developed for the drug molecule 

and expressed in biological systems. For example, positive control ADA for 
immunogenicity assay may be developed by hyperimmunizing suitable 
species such as rabbit and mouse. The complex process of generating and 
managing the critical reagents sustainable throughout the entire biological 
drug-development program and their impact in the analytical performance 
of the bioassays highlights the importance of critical reagent stability in the 
success of immunogenicity assessment. This chapter will review briefly the 
commonly used assays for immunogenicity assessment and discuss issues 
of critical reagent stability with respect to assay performance.

In vitro immunogenicity assays
LBAs
LBA is the most common assay for the 
screening and confirmation of ADA. The 
commonly used LBA assay is label-based 
ELISA in multiple readout modalities (e.g., 
absorbance, fluorescence intensity, chem-
iluminescence, electrochemi lumin escence, 
fluorescence polarization, and time-
resolved fluorescence polarization). Various 
ELISA technologies and instrumentations 
such as microplate-based, microbead-
based, microcapillary and other homo-
genous formats of different detection 
modalities and throughput are available [2–9]. 
In addition, a number of label-free platforms 
(e.g., surface plasma resonance, biolayer 
interferometry or resonant wave-guide 

Biological drug: commonly includes mono clonal 
antibodies (e.g., infliximab), proteins (e.g., EPO), 

peptides (e.g., human insulin), protein–drug conjugates 
(e.g., trastuzumab emtansin), and fusion proteins 
(e.g., entanercept). Other classes of biological drugs 
are vaccines and siRNAs, and are out of the scope of 
this review. 

Ligand-binding assay: refers to the detection of 
analytes (e.g., drugs, anti-drug antibodies [ADAs] or 
biomarkers) by specific interaction (e.g., binding) 
between the analyte and its ligand. Enzyme-linked 
immunosorbent assay in multiple formats is one type 
of ligand-binding assay commonly used to measure 
biological drugs and ADAs. 

Common critical reagents of immunogenicity 
assays may include:

�� The biological drug in study (e.g., monoclonal 
antibodies, fusion protein, antibody–drug conjugate, 
peptide and intact proteins);

�� Positive control of ADA (polyclonal antibody raised 
in preclinical species and used for assay 
development);

�� Species specific or anti-idotypic antibodies with or 
without label of detection signal molecules;

�� Biological matrices required for establishing cut 
point of ADA detection;

�� Pimary cells and cell lines having the drug target and 
being used for neutralization assay;

�� Drug target (receptor) and functional ligand that are 
used for competitive ligand-binding assay to assess 
the presence of the neutralizing antibody

�� Other ‘off-the-shelf’ reagents are not considered as 
critical reagents in the present scope.
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sensing) have been used for detection of ADA [10–12]. The selection of a 
suitable technology and assay format depends on considerations such as 
the availability of critical reagents, detection sensitivity, throughput, 
regulatory and industry acceptance and guidance, assay transferability from 
preclinical laboratories to regulated clinical laboratories, and established 
experiences and capability of individual laboratories [3,13]. In a direct LBA 
format, a drug is immobilized on the solid surface of a microplate or 
microbead and used to capture the ADA. The detection of the ADA may be 
achieved by labeled secondary antibody (e.g., horse radish peroxidase; HRP) 
appropriate for the detection modality. This assay format offers the 
simplicity in design, but often suffers from nonspecific interference by 
biological matrices. Alternatively, a drug may be immobilized indirectly on 
a microplate through a linker (e.g., biotin–streptavidin coupling) to capture 
the ADA. The detection of ADA is then achieved commonly by the labeled 
(e.g., biotinylated) drug coupled with strepatavin conjugated with HRP or 
ruthenium, or a digoxigenin labeled drug coupled with an anti-digoxigenin 
antibody conjugated with HRP for conventional ELISA or chemiluminescence 
detection of ADA. The bridging format may be constructed using labeled 
anti-idotypic antibody against the drug antibody for ADA detection. Indirect 
ELISA ADA assays may offer improved sensitivity and specificity due in part 
to reduced nonspecific matrices interference. Once ADA is detected from 
the screening assay per an established ‘cut point’ of ADA using a selected 
‘negative’ (or naIve) population, the presence of ADA is further confirmed 
by a confirmatory assay in a competition format, and a neutralization assay. 
Neutralization assays are generally employed in immunogenicity assessment 
of clinical samples, but not consistently of preclinical samples. The 
assessment of immunogenicity and the decision tree has been described 
elsewhere and in guidance documents of regulatory agencies [14–16]. 

Neutralizing antibody assays
Neutralizing antibody (Nab) assays are used to confirm the presence of 
neutralizing ADA. Nab assays can be derived from a potency assay of the 
drug and is commonly in the form of a cell-based functional assay as well 
as a non-cell-based competitive binding assays, which is discussed later. 
In vitro cell-based assays or bioassays are chosen for their ability to mimic 
more closely the in vivo pharmacology of the drug and is recommended 
by regulatory agencies US FDA and EMA as 
part of the immunogenicity assessment of 
a biological drug [15,16]. ADA neutralization 
can occur either through direct binding 
of ADA to a receptor binding site or 

Neutralizing antibody assay: commonly refers 
to cell-based functional or competitive ligand-

binding assays typically derived from potency assays 
of a biological drug, and used to ascertain the 
neutralizing effect of ADA to the drug.
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modulation site of the biological drug, thus rendering the therapeutic 
drug ineffective [17]. The sensitivity of a cell-based Nab assay is determined 
with respect to immunogenicity by the neutralizing effectiveness of 
the positive control ADA on the potency of the biological drug [17]. A 
desirable Nab assay is one in which the cells provide a robust, specific 
and sensitive cellular response upon treatment by the therapeutic drug 
in the presence of neutralizing ADA. Depending on the mode of action 
of a therapeutic drug, the neutralizing response may be detectable by 
monitoring the change of cell growth, differentiation, apoptosis, and 
release of cytokines or expression of other cellular markers. In addition 
to cell-based Nab, non-cell-based competitive LBAs are also employed to 
detect neutralizing ADA by an observed decrease in a drug to its target 
(e.g., receptor) or other functional ligands in the presence of neutralizing 
ADA [14,17,18]. Competitive LBAs may be constructed by using the drug 
target as a capturing ligand whereby the presence of neutralizing ADA 
leads to competition of the binding of the labeled drug to the target 
(receptor), or by using the drug as a capture for the labeled drug target 
(receptor). The pros and cons of each configuration may depend on assay 
background and matrix interference as well as the assay signal window 
of an individual assay [18,19].

Critical reagents for immunogenicity assays
In general, critical reagents of immuinogenicity assays may include the 
biological drug in study, ADA, labeled drug for ADA capture or detection, 
secondary ADA used for detection, primary cells and cell lines, and drug 
target receptors used for neutralizing ADA assay, respectively. 
Transfected or hybridoma cell lines used for generation of biological 
drugs are often considered part of the critical reagents as variations of 
these generally lead to significant change to the analytical performance 
of the ADA assays, thus, potentially adversely affecting the efficacy and 
safety assessment of a biological therapeutics drug. Critical reagents 
used in various immunogenicity assays may evolve from small-scale 
generation for preclinical studies to large-scale production for clinical 
programs requiring multiphase quality management. Longitudinal 
multiyear clinical studies present unique challenges on critical reagent 
quality and stability. The inclusion criteria of critical reagents for 
immunogenicity assays may vary among different phases of drug 
development and different laboratories. The authors will briefly discuss 
each category of the critical reagents and approaches to address of their 
stability on immunogenicity assays. 
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Biological drug & ADA
While during the preclinical phase the generation of a biological drug 
may be on a small scale, this process may undergo a scale-up and process 
changes involving cell lines, feed stock or purification process changes. 
Ensuring the molecular and structural integrity is critically important 
throughout the drug development and analytical life cycle [20–22]. A minor 
change on glycosylation could lead to significant functional change to a 
protein, and thus the assay performance in part due to altered binding 
affinity and characteristics with the respective antibodies [20–22]. 

Physical and chemical degradation of proteins is a critical part of the 
reagent stability consideration. Chemical degradation occurs most 
commonly by deamidation, which is the hydrolysis of the asparagine and 
glutamineside chain amino acids. This can occur due to prolong storage 
as well as temperature and pH [20–22]. Other chemical deterioration 
processes include fragmentation, oxidation, isomerization and 
polymerization [20]. Monoclonal antibodies and polyclonal antibodies 
are large multidomain proteins of which the interaction among the 
domains affects the stability and their tendency to aggregate [23,24]. 
Antibodies of a certain isotype are highly conserved in the Fc region but 
with a specific Fab region. This Fab region largely determines the 
antibodies stability and aggregation as does any post-translational 
modifications [24]. Formulation in drug development is one strategy to 
improve drug stability by inclusion of stabilizing sucrose and other 
carrier proteins. Discussion of formulation strategies can be found 
elsewhere and is out of scope of this chapter [25].For long-term critical 
reagent management, reagent variability occurs due to differences in 
the animal immune responses between individual animals and within 
an animal as it matures. This presents potential difficulty of ensuring a 
long-term consistency among batches of antibody supplies. Furthermore 
difference of immune response between preclinical species and human 
toward a biological drug may lead to differences between ADA of 
preclinical species and humans, thus resulting in a difference in 
immunogenicity assay performance. Although immunoglobulin may be 
considered more stable than some other nonglobulin proteins [26], 
oxidation and reduction of the antibody under storage conditions that 
leads to the presence of heavy and light chains of antibody in a reagent 
preparation is a known. The stability of the labeled antibodies employed 
as detection antibodies may also be affected by the chemical conjugation. 
Unstable conjugation may lead to stability issues of a labeled antibody 
and consequently the performance of the immunogenicity assay. 
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Cell line & other critical reagents for cell-based Nab assays
Often the most critical reagent of a cell-based Nab is the availability of a 
robust and stable cell line that yields a specific and sensitive cellular 
response to the drug product and is relevant to its biological mechanism 
of action. Cell culture conditions can impact directly the stability of the cell 
line throughout the passage of the cell proliferation under in vitro culture 
conditions. Problems such as clonal stability may affect the sensitivity and 
reproducibility of a potency and Nab assay. Established cell lines relevant 
with the appropriate phenotypic and cellular response to the mechanism 
of action of a drug may be used in the potency and Nab assays with the 
advantage of being readily available and consistent within a number of 
passages required to support the life cycle of the drug-development 
program. Primary cells (e.g., peripheral blood monocyte and human 
umbilical vein endothelia cells) have also been used for potency and Nab 
assay, largely in part due to the consideration of mechanism of action of 
the drugs [27]. However, the inherent difference among the sources (donors) 
of primary cells and the insufficient availability to support long-term clinical 
development programs presents significant challenges for the development 
of a robust and stable primary cell-based Nab assay.

Other critical reagents are also important for a stable cell-based Nab assay. 
For example, serum is commonly used in growth media for cell lines. Batch 
variation of fetal bovine serum can have a significant impact of the 
proliferation and differentiation, and hence the stability of a cell line. 
Growth factors required for cell proliferation and functions are important 
in establishing a stable cell supply for a Nab assay. Although these may be 
considered as ‘off-the-shelf’ reagents, depending on internal operational 
process, these also may be considered as part of the critical reagent 
portfolio. 

Platform-specific critical reagents
Platform-associated critical reagents are also part of the overall critical 
reagents for immunogenicity assays. Depending on the design of the assay 
and platform technologies, these reagents may include reagents ranging 
from biotinylation to proprietary labeling reagents that couple enzymes 
for the optical detection of the analyte. Secondary detection antibodies 
are often used in a LBA. The source and labeling of a secondary antibody 
may lead to significant changes to the assay signal and thus the analytical 
performance. Although reagent providers maintain quality control and 
characterizations of labeled reagents under production process, it is 
necessary to consider this as part of the overall critical reagent strategy in 
the management of the immunogenicity assays in support of a biologics 
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drug life cycle. These ‘off-the-shelf’ platform-specific reagents are not the 
focus of this chapter.

Strategy, analytical criteria & management of critical reagent 
stability
Critical reagent stability issues encompass those related to the variation 
in reagent generations and those related to the stability during the reagent 
storage or material inventory management throughout the drug life cycle. 
Although strategy of critical reagent management varies among laboratories 
and drug-development programs (e.g., early vs late clinical development), 
some common analytical criteria exist and thus the approaches [22]. The 
analytical criteria and assays required for assessing the critical reagent 
stability are summarized in Table 8.1 and derived based on the intended 
use of the reagents and the physicochemical nature of the reagents. Some 
of the common key considerations of reagent stability are discussed further 
in the following sections.

Critical reagent generation & stability 
Changes of the protein expression process and variation in the quality of 
a drug necessitate the monitoring or revalidation of an immunogenicity 
assay depending on the nature of the variation of the drug. For example, 
change of the glycosylation of an antibody may lead to change of affinity 
of an antibody and immune response to the drug [20]. The extent of reagent 
recharacterization may include physicochemical ana lysis (e.g., molecular 
mass, critical post-translation modification and structural integrity). 
Functional ana lysis employing LBA and cell-based potency assays provide 
reagent quality information not readily available from physicochemical 
ana lysis. The requirement and selection of a reagent ana lysis should be 
based on the nature of the changes expected and the intended use of the 
reagent with respect to the assay design. For example, a minor change of 
glycosylation of a secondary antibody as detection reagent may not 
necessitate a full physicochemical characterization of the reagent, whereas 
a change in glycosylation of a drug antibody may result in a change of 
immunogenicity response and its interaction with ADA, thus requiring a 
more thorough characterization of the 
reagent change [20]. For externally provided 
reagents, a certificate of analysis is often 
the document provided with minimal data 
on the material stability and physico-
chemical ana lysis. Understanding the tests 
performed for the certificate of analysis 

Critical reagent stability management is 
supported by analytical assays. The extent of 

analytical assays may include physicochemical 
characterization and functional assays. The nature of 
the biological drug and specific impact stability 
parameters on immunogenicity assay performance 
determine the reagent characterization and their 
stability acceptance criteria. 
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and their association with the intended use of the critical reagents is 
important. Establishing a sustaining reagent quality management system 
built on critical analytical monitoring (Table 8.1) both internally and 
externally in collaboration with reagent vendors is part of the strategy in 
ensuring reagent quality and stability. 

Maintaining a trending of assay performance is crucial in determining 
whether the stability of the protein has been preserved or whether the 
consistency of quality or stability should be under investigation [22,23]. 
To help addressing the batch-to-batch reagent variation, a batch switch 
approach entails having a period of overlap between the new and old 
lots of the critical reagents in order to cross test the two reagent batches, 
and thus ensuring that there is no significant deviation of assay 
performance.

Critical reagent storage stability
Similar to the storage conditions of other protein reagents, critical reagents 
such as monclonal antibodies, polyclonal antibodies, antibody–drug 
conjugate or fusion protein or peptide drugs are generally stored at -60 
to -100°C and may be stable up to 10 years without a freeze–thaw cycle [22]. 
Consideration should be given to the issues such as size of a single aliquot 
in storage to align with the expected use of the materials and thus avoid 
a repeated freeze–thaw cycle. Protein reagent stability may be significantly 
shortened to <1 week when stored at 4°C during analytical assay run. In 
addition to physicochemical characterization, LBA or functional assays 
may also be used to assess the reagent stability (Table 8.1). For example, 
quality controls or positive controls are used to determine the sensitivity 
of an assay as part of the assessment of freeze–thaw stability of respective 
biological drug and ADA reagents. 

Buffers that are used to reconstitute bulk critical protein reagents may 
impact their stability. High pH can speed up the deamination process 
and it is in these cases that a neutral pH formulation buffer is used. 
Phosphate-buffered saline pH drops during freeze–thawing, and this 
could impact the stability [20,22–23]. 
Additives, such as cryprotectant glycerol, 
may be added to the formulation buffers 
to minimize the freeze–thaw effects. 
Stabilizers, such as carrier proteins (BSA), 
may need to be added to minimize 
nonspecific adsorption of reagents. 
Although these additives may be used to 
improve the stability of the protein of 

The storage stability of critical biological 
reagents must be closely monitored by 

physicochemical characterization and functional 
assays throughout the life cycle of the planned use of 
the reagents. Considerations on the appropriate 
aliquot size for storage and stabilizer coupled with a 
monitoring program may assist the effective 
management of reagent stability important to the 
quality of immunogenicity assays.
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interest, they can also negatively impact the performance of the assay. 
For example, sodium azide, which is used as an antimicrobial agent, 
should not be used with HRP conjugates because azide inhibits peroxidase 
activity. A change of formulation of a biological drug for storage stability 
needs to be approached cautiously as this may lead to significant concern 
on its safety and efficacy profile. 

Assignment of the reagent expiration date generally regards the 
originating date where a critical reagent is ready for the intended use 
as the commencing date from which a period of expiration is assigned. 
The period of expiration must be based on acceptable physicochemical 
characterization and functional assay data within the allowable range 
of variation. Extension of expiration must be done with supporting data 
generated following the original characterization methods or by selected 
partial characterization based on the (bio)chemistry of the drug 
molecule, institutional practices and agency guidance. 

Conclusion
Ensuring critical reagent stability is pivotal to the analytical performance 
of immunogenicity assays throughout the drug-development life cycle. 
An effective reagent management strategy may require careful planning 
with respect to the different phases of biological drug-development 
program, involving selection, development and maintenance of reagent 
generation systems (e.g., cell lines, culture conditions, purification and 
process optimization, and analytical assays required). The recommendation 
of establishing a knowledge-based institutional database to facilitate 
information capture and quality management process [22], and in 
conjunction with purpose and regulatory guidance-driven analytical 
supports represents a comprehensive approach. Despite different 
internal institutional practices, the common scientific rationale based on 
the reagent biochemistry serves as the fundamental consideration in 
developing individual practice to ensure stability of critical reagents for 
immunogenicity assay. 
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Summary. 

�� Ligand-binding assay and biochemical or cell-based neutralizing assays are the most common 
immunogenicity assays for biological therapeutics. These assays are incorporated throughout 
the drug-development and postapproval life cycle.
�� Critical reagents of immunogenicity assays included (but not limited to) biological drugs, their 

anti-drug antibody, labeled detection antibodies or ligands, reference materials and key 
platform-specific reagents.
�� Ensuring reagent stability sufficient for a biological drug-development starts with managing 

stability of reagent generation and ends with reagent storage supported by analytical assays to 
monitor reagent stability.
�� Analytical assays for monitoring reagent stability may include physicochemical characterization 

and functional assays designed based on the nature of biological drug, respective impact of an 
individual stability change, institutional practices and regulatory guidance.
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Characterization of critical reagents can mitigate adverse impact to ligand-binding assay performance. We
investigated the conjugation conditions of a bispecific protein to SULFO-TAG NHS-Ester™ ruthenium to re-
solve a steady increase in ligand-binding assay background signal. Functional and biophysical attributes
in stability samples revealed low pH (4.0) conjugation and formulation buffers were key to decrease ag-
gregate formation. We also identified pH-specific (3.0) purification conditions to reduce aggregate levels
from 37% to <5% of a mouse IgG3 reagent antibody. These case studies support the utility of biophysical
and functional characterization of critical reagents as a proactive approach to maintain long-term stability
and provide the basis for our recommendations a risk-based approach to establish re-evaluation intervals
for traditional and novel reagents.
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Background
Large molecule biologicals comprising antibodies, proteins, receptors and target ligands are examples of critical
reagents employed in ligand-binding assays (LBAs) to assess pharmacokinetic (PK), biomarker and immunogenicity
(e.g., antidrug antibodies [ADAs], neutralizing antibodies) parameters [1–5]. Critical reagents are subjected to various
biophysical characterization and stability testing strategies to ensure high quality, specificity, long-term stability and
supply [1,4–7]. However, novel proteins and complex modalities for which there are no empirical data for stability
or optimal storage conditions can present a higher risk over time [8].

The current generation of new LBA technologies offering greater sensitivity, lower sample volumes and mul-
tiplexing abilities compared with ELISA poses unique challenges regarding the generation or procurement of
critical reagents. Often, many reagent labeled based platforms require biologicals to be modified with chemical
moieties such as small molecule tags (e.g., biotin or digoxigenin), metals (e.g., ruthenium [Ru]), single fluorophores
(e.g., alexa fluor 647, fluorescein isothiocyanate), multiple fluorophores (Förster-type energy-transfer) or enzymes
(e.g., alkaline phosphatase or horseradish peroxidase) for use as capture or detector reagents depending on the assay
format. However, the addition of chemical moieties can introduce changes to the native form of the protein and may
alter properties such as charge, conformation or stability [9] resulting in a loss or change in the molecular recognition
site [2,3] or self-aggregation [10] affecting LBA performance. Although methods to detect the biophysical changes
of conjugated reagents such as LC–MS [3], MALDI-TOF-MS [11], Biotective Green [12] or 4′-hydroxyazobenzene-
2-carboxylic acid (HABA) [13,14] have been explored, none can accurately predict the impact they will have when
used in an LBA or the long-term stability of the molecule.

Conventionally, there is a biased approach to the characterization of critical reagent conjugates which mainly
focuses on physical or structural attributes, for instance, conjugate incorporation ratio, prior to functional testing by
LBA. Indeed, the quest to reproduce a critical reagent conjugate or identify the presence of remaining unconjugated
protein or label is supported by a concern for decreased LBA specificity, sensitivity and consequently assay per-
formance. Aside from UV/VIS spectrometry which is reliant upon discrete wavelengths of proteins, quantitation
and differentiation of conjugated (Ru and fluorophores) and unconjugated species of protein are performed in
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Table 1. Examples of biophysical and functional methods.
Reagent attribute Characterization method

Biophysical test

Concentration A280, BCA

MW and purity SDS-PAGE, SEC

Aggregation SEC, DLS, A320

Specificity Octet, Biacore

Affinity (mAbs) Octet, Biacore, Gyrolab™

Degree of labeling (conjugates) LC–MS, HABA

Functional test

Binding LBA, nAb, flow, receptor binding, biomarkers

Octet and Biacore are biosensor-based platforms that use BLI and SPR, respectively, as well-established techniques for characterizing biomolecular interactions in real time.
BCA: Bicinchoninic acid assay; BLI: Bio-layer interferometry; DLS: Dynamic light scattering; HABA: 4′-hydroxyazobenzene-2-carboxylic acid; LBA: Ligand-binding assay; mAb: Monoclonal
antibody; nAb: Neutralizing antibody; SDS-PAGE: Sodium dodecyl sulfate–polyacrylamide gel; SEC: Size exclusion chromatography; SPR: Surface plasmon resonance.

an artificial setting including addition to resins, plates, chips, beads, etc. Traditional analytical methods such as
mass spectrometry (MS), size exclusion chromatography (SEC) and HABA require manipulation of the native
structure including degradation or migration through a resin for analysis. Although chromatographic methods such
as SEC [14] and procedures such as HABA are subjected to inaccuracies [12,15], these protocols have utility especially
when used to monitor changes in comparison to those determined at the baseline.

Reagent conjugates are a subset in the arsenal of proteins which are ordinarily well studied. Although the
workhorses of LBA, innovative and complex proteins such as those offered as the next generation of drug modalities
are becoming more mainstream in these applications; therefore, a plan should be formulated to address the distinct
traits when used as critical reagents. Traditional reagents such as monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) and polyclonal
antibodies (pAbs) are well documented; however, occasional issues such as nonsecretion of the cell line attributed to
lack of clonality, lot to lot variability due to diverse antibody response in animals or aggregation during purification
can arise which will need to be resolved. Our goal was to devise a risk-based strategy for a proactive approach to
mitigate stability issues based upon categories of reagent type. In this article, we will present a case study which will
explore the impact of reagent stability of a protein conjugated with Ru in an LBA. The scope of our inquiry included
formulation buffers, storage conditions, characterization methods and interval testing. A second case study will
describe an optimized protein A purification method of a mouse mAb (IgG3) where considerable aggregation (37%)
was observed in the initial purified lot over a protein G column. Elution and neutralization buffers encompassing
a range of pHs and characteristics were tested, and the resultant purification products were characterized by SEC
and performance by LBA. This article will also provide the authors’ recommendations to monitor critical reagent
stability through a combination of functional and biophysical testing (Table 1).

Case study 1
A bispecific mAb (drug A) which was prone to aggregation under certain pH conditions was conjugated to biotin
and Ru for preclinical sample testing in a bridging ADA LBA. A steady increase in the LBA background signal
using drug A-biotin (capture) and -Ru (detector) over a 6-month period was observed resulting in the failure of
assay quality controls (Figure 1). The presence of aggregates and unconjugated Ru observed in the drug A-Ru
reagent was suspected to impact the LBA background; thus, we initiated an investigation to explore the optimal
conjugation and storage conditions to prepare a stable lot of drug A-Ru over a 28-day period.

Case study 2
A mouse antidrug B reagent antibody (IgG3) (specific to domain A on a multispecific drug) produced in cell culture
and purified by protein G using 100 mM glycine, pH 2.8 exhibited elevated levels (37%) of high molecular weight
(HMW) species (Figure 2). Attempts to remove the HMW species by preparative SEC consumed 80% of the
purified antibody (20 mg recovered from 100 mg of starting material) and still contained 15% aggregate. Aside
from the concern of a reagent containing HMW species well above the acceptance criteria of 5%, exploration of
purification conditions precludes the practice of aggregate removal by preparative SEC which can be inefficient and
expensive [16]. These challenges were the impetus for this investigation.
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Figure 1. Negative control response units for antidrug
antibody assay over time. The x-axis denotes the date of
ligand-binding assay testing, and the y-axis depicts response
units. Negative controls were stored at -70◦C and thawed the
day of use. Closed bar: negative control response unit; dotted
line: negative control acceptance limit.
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Figure 2. Size exclusion chromatography of mouse antidrug B after protein G purification. The x-axis denotes time
in minutes, and the y-axis depicts mAU.
mAU: Milli absorbance unit.

Methods
Standard conjugation protocol
The conjugation chemistry to prepare the drug A-Ru reagent targeted positively charged primary amines, more
specifically, epsilon amines, which are mainly found on lysine residues. Optimal reaction of (II) tris-bipyridine-
(4-methylsulfonate) NHS ester Ru with these primary amines occurs at pH 7–9 to form stable amide bonds. At
lower pH, the labeling efficiency decreases due to hydrolysis and inactivation of the NHS ester groups as well as a
reduction in primary amine protonation. A standard molar coupling ratio (MCR) of 12:1 with MSD SULFO-TAG
NHS-Ester™ Ru (Meso Scale Discovery R©, Meso Scale Diagnostics, LLC, MD, USA) is performed unless a more
optimal MCR is determined for a specific protein. Free conjugate which has not bound to the drug is removed by
passive diffusion by Slide-A-Lyzer™ (slide-a-lyzer, Thermo Fisher Scientific, IL, USA; 10K MW cutoff ). Calculation
of actual MCR protein is determined by OD readings per manufacturer’s instructions.

Experimental conjugation protocol
Previous experiments determined that an MCR of 6:1 (phosphate-buffered saline [PBS], pH 7.2 pre- and post-
conjugation) for drug A-Ru was optimal for LBA performance. Multiple factors were evaluated including the
conjugation reaction buffer (PBS, pH 7.2 versus formulation buffer, pH 4.0) during modification. One bulk
reagent was prepared in each respective reaction buffer and then processed for the removal of unconjugated Ru by
passive diffusion (slide-a-lyzer) or centrifugation over a resin (Zeba™ Spin Desalting Columns [zeba spin column,
Thermo Fisher Scientific], 40K MW cutoff ) per manufacturer’s instructions into drug A formulation buffer, pH
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Table 2. Summary of experimental conjugation and stability conditions.
Step Default conditions Experimental conditions

Conjugation reaction buffer PBS, pH 7.2 • PBS, pH 7.2
• Low pH, 4.0

Removal of free ruthenium Dialysis cassette, 10K MWCO • Dialysis cassette, 10K MWCO
• Zeba spin column, 40K MWCO

Formulation buffer post-conjugation PBS, pH 7.2 Low pH, 4.0

Storage temperature -70◦C • 4◦C
• -70◦C (freeze–thaw)
• 37◦C

MWCO: Molecular weight cutoff; PBS: Phosphate-buffered saline.

Streptavidin coated plate

Anti-drug antibody

Drug A-biotin

Drug A-Ru

Figure 3. Schematic of antidrug antibody assay format.

4.0 and stored at 4◦C, 37◦C, -70◦C (3 freeze–thaw cycles) until analyzed. Each experimental drug A-Ru lot was
subjected to accelerated stability conditions to test the stability of the protein (Table 2). All reagents were assessed
by LBA (log10 titer, background response units and positive control [PC] S/N ratio) and HPLC–SEC for HWM
species.

Ligand-binding assay for drug A-Ru
The LBA bridge format utilizes drug A-biotin and drug A-Ru (SULFO TAG) to capture ADA in study samples on
blocked streptavidin-coated Multi-Array R© plates (Figure 3). The negative control and study samples were diluted
in assay buffer containing 4% cynomolgus monkey serum. When read on the Meso Scale Discovery SECTOR™
Imager 6000, bound complexes containing drug A-Ru produce an electrochemiluminescent signal which is reported
as response units. Data are analyzed using a 4-parameter nonlinear fit.

PK ligand-binding assay for mouse antidrug B
Multidomain drug B was diluted in 2.5% mouse serum and added to a blocked Meso Scale Discovery Multi-Array
plate coated with mouse antidrug B (specific to domain A) followed by addition of anti-domain B reagent labeled
with Ru to detect the bound drug. Data were acquired as previously described (LBA for drug-A Ru section) and
plotted on a log10 scale.

High-performance liquid chromatography size exclusion chromatography (HPLC–SEC)
HPLC–SEC analysis was performed using a YMC-Pack Diol-200, 300 × 8.0 mml. D. S-5 μm, 20 nm (Waters,
Milford, MA, USA) resin using PBS (drug A-Ru, case study 1) or 20 mM sodium phosphate, 400 mM sodium
chloride, pH 7.2 (mouse antidrug B, case study 2) in the mobile phase in at a flow rate of 0.75 ml/min. MW
standards were used to monitor the performance of the run and estimate the MWs of peaks in samples.

Purification for case study 2
Recombinant protein A Fast Flow 1 ml column (GE Healthcare, IL, USA) was used to purify 20 ml of conditioned
media containing the mAb by ÄKTA™ fast protein liquid chromatography (FPLC). New columns were used for
experimental purifications to avoid protein A leaching and reagent cross contamination. Columns were equilibrated
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Table 3. Summary of percent high molecular weight in test purification elution and neutralization buffer lots.
Resin Purification elution buffer Neutralization buffer % of HMW content

Protein G 100 mM Glycine-HCl, pH 2.8 1 M Tris, pH 9.0 37

Protein A 100 mM Glycine-HCl, pH 2.5 1 M Tris, pH 9.0 10

Protein A 100 mM Glycine-HCl, pH 2.5 1 M Hepes, pH 7.3 14

Protein A 100 mM Glycine-HCl, pH 3.0 1 M Tris, pH 9.0 �0.1

Protein A 100 mM Glycine-HCl, pH 3.0 1 M Hepes, pH 7.3 �0.1

Protein A 2.0 M arginine, pH 3.0 1 M Tris, pH 9.0 12

Protein A 2.0 M arginine, pH 3.0 1 M Hepes, pH 7.3 15

Protein A 3.0 M sodium thiocyanate, pH 8.8 1 M Tris, pH 9.0 16

Protein A 3.0 M sodium thiocyanate, pH 8.8 1 M Hepes, pH 7.3 16

HMW: High molecular weight.
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Figure 4. Summary of Ru background and high molecular
weight species on drug A-Ru preps collected on day 28. The
x-axis denotes conjugation reaction conditions (PBS, pH 7.2
[closed bars], formulation buffer, pH 4.0 [open bars]);
storage temperature (4◦C, -70◦C F/T, 37◦C); removal of
unconjugated ruthenium (dialysis, zeba spin column) and
the left y-axis denotes background in response units. The
solid line represents the %HMW species (denoted on right
y-axis) (PBS, pH 7.2 [closed squares]; formulation buffer, pH
4.0 [open squares]).
%HMW: Percent high molecular weight; FT: Freeze–thaw;
PBS: Phosphate-buffered saline.

with PBS, and samples were eluted at a flow rate of 1 ml/min using the elution agents in Table 3. Absorbance was
monitored at A280. Eluted fractions were collected into neutralizing buffers, a nucleophilic buffer, 1 M Tris, pH 9.0
or a zwitterion, 1 M Hepes, pH 7.3 where applicable, and fractions containing antibody were pooled and dialyzed
against PBS using a slide-a-lyzer. Samples were stored at -70◦C until analysis.

Preparative SEC for case study 2
Gravity flow purification to isolate monomeric species from the mouse anti-drug B reagent antibody containing
37% aggregate was performed using a 490 ml Sephacryl S-200 high resolution column (GE Healthcare). Antibody
was concentrated using ammonium sulfate precipitation to a final volume of 5 ml in PBS and loaded on the column
equilibrated in PBS. Fractions were collected, and absorbance at A280 was measured. Fractions from the monomer
peak were pooled, dialyzed into PBS and filtered through a 0.2 μm filter (Nalgene, NY, USA). The antibody was
stored at -70◦C until analysis.

Results
In case study 1, the significant factor to reduce the LBA background signal while maintaining consistent assay
performance was the conjugation reaction buffer. All drug A-Ru preparations conjugated in formulation buffer, pH
4.0 exhibited a decrease in HMW species and LBA background signal while retaining acceptable performance (log10

titer, S/N ratio of PC) when compared with reactions conducted in PBS, pH 7.2. Figure 4 depicts the background
signal of the negative control and the %HMW species in drug A-Ru preps on day 28 of the stability study at all
conditions. The storage temperature (4◦C, -70◦C freeze–thaw, and 37◦C) or the removal of unconjugated Ru had
minimal impact on these LBA parameters.

Predictably, the reaction conducted in PBS, pH 7.2 provided a more efficient labeling environment producing
drug A-Ru with a calculated MCR of 3.5:1 as compared with the pH 4.0 reaction which resulted in a calculated
MCR of 2:1. The increased incorporation rate offers a higher S/N ratio (41–47 in PBS, pH 7.2 vs 28–29 in
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Figure 6. Ligand-binding assay analysis of purified mouse
antidrug B antibody lots. Lot 1 containing 37% HMW species
(closed circles); Lot 2, preparative size exclusion
chromatography of Lot 1 containing 15% high molecular
weight species (closed squares); and Lot 3, experimental lot
purified with <0.1% HWM species (closed triangles). The
x-axis denotes the concentration (ng/ml), and the y-axis
denotes response units.

formulation buffer, pH 4.0; data not shown), but it does not affect the PC log10 titer (3.2–3.4 for all samples; data
not shown).

All samples exhibited <5% HMW species throughout the stability study which is our desired metric; however,
the drug A-Ru samples prepared in PBS, pH 7.2 appear to be trending higher over time which was not observed
in the lots prepared in formulation buffer, pH 4.0 (Figure 5). Incubation of the conjugated reagent post-dialysis
at 37◦C provided an environment to accelerate any potential stability issues which may arise later which has been
observed with this protein in just 2 months.

For the second case study, the combination of pH and the property of the elution buffer were critical in the
prevention of aggregate formation in the mouse IgG3 mAb during purification. Neutralization buffer, Tris versus
Hepes, was not a factor. Elution from a protein A resin with 100 mM glycine-HCl, pH 3.0 was the only condition
that produced HMW levels below the limit of detection (<0.1%) agnostic of neutralization agents (Table 3) which
is a marked difference from the original lot containing 37% HMW aggregate that was generated by elution with
100 mM glycine-HCl, pH 2.8 over a protein G column and neutralized with Tris.

We further characterized the immunoreactivity of three of the purified reagents in LBA: the original lot containing
37% HWM species (lot 1), re-purification of lot 1 by preparative SEC (resulting in 15% HMW species, lot 2)
and the experimental lot that was eluted and neutralized with 100 mM glycine-HCl, pH 3.0, 1 M Hepes (<0.1%
HMW, lot 3), and minimal impact of signal was observed (Figure 6).

Discussion & summary
LBA employed to analyze PK and immunogenicity parameters are firstly dependent upon high quality critical
reagents used as capture and detector reagents. The recommendations that exist to assign re-evaluation dates [8] are
based upon the date of generation, for example, purification, production or conjugation, and data are accumulated
to provide scientific rationale for decisions [17]. However, as noted in our first case study, historical information on
a protein may forecast potential instability issues and provide insight on the best analytical methods to corroborate
biophysical attributes such as the formation of protein aggregates and functional performance in an LBA. As we
have demonstrated, the successful generation of drug A-Ru critical reagent was achieved through the optimization
and refinement of default conjugation conditions that was conducive to the stability of the protein. These changes
reduced the presence of HMW species from 10% to <2% which resulted in improved and consistent LBA
performance and the successful execution of sample analysis.
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Table 4. Critical reagent risk-level categories.
Risk level Examples Stability re-evaluation

time period
Analytical test

1 Traditional mAbs and pAbs (conjugated or unconjugated) Follow O’Hara et al.
• 2–10 years at -60◦C to -100◦C for
unconjugated
• 2–5 years at -60◦C to -100◦C for conjugated

Functional† and
biophysical† [28]

2 Conjugated biotherapeutics (other than traditional mAbs;
e.g., engineered mAbs, ADCs, Fc fusion proteins, multispecifics, etc.)

Re-evaluation at 1 year and extend as
appropriate

Functional and
biophysical

3 Reagents with unknown modality-based stability
(e.g., conjugated beads, soluble ligands and receptors)

Re-evaluation at a shorter time period
(e.g., 3–6 months) and extend as appropriate

Functional and
biophysical

†Outlined in Table 1.
ADC: Antibody-drug conjugate; Fc: Fragment crystallizable region; mAb: Monoclonal antibody; pAb: Polyclonal antibody.

For mAbs, unique attributes can influence purification methods since structure, size and isoelectric point can
vary for each IgG subclass [18] as well as across species, affecting stability of the molecular structure [19]. The reagent
antibody in our study, a mouse IgG3, has the distinct property of protein self-association due to the presence of
an additional glycosylation site at amino acid residues 471–473 in the CH3 domain which may promote fragment
crystallizable (Fc) region interaction (Fc–Fc) and complexes and further compound the risk of aggregation [20].
The typical purification method of mammalian antibodies utilizes binding to the CH2–CH3 domain of the Fc
component (protein A and protein G) [21,22] or to the F(ab′)2 region of protein G [23]. To minimize aggregation
during the purification process of our mouse antidrug B mAb, we assessed chromatography resins, the parameters
of pH and the properties of buffers during both the elution and neutralization steps. Biophysical characterization
by SEC was key in the disclosure of the substandard quality of this critical reagent. Although the aggregation of
this capture reagent had minimal impact on the performance of the PK LBA, lot to lot consistency of the reagent
preps and further assurance of long-term stability necessitated the removal of the aggregated species. In addition,
newer bead and labeled-based LBA platforms may prove more sensitive to changes in reagents particularly those
that are aggregated. Larger in size, an aggregate may present a new epitope multiple times thus providing a higher
avidity over the monomer or, in some cases, epitopes may be masked [24].

In summary, the data presented in these case studies are representative of our experiences with conjugated and
purified reagents, and our lessons learned have been applied to resolve other issues that we have encountered. Here,
we present two case studies that addressed issues with critical reagents detected by functional testing (case study 1)
and biophysical examination (case study 2). Assembly of critical reagents by attributes of similar nature can provide
direction to those which are susceptible to molecular instability. Here, we propose a three-tiered risk-level approach
that categorizes reagents and recommendations of testing intervals to re-evaluate by selected methods (Table 4).
Although accelerated stability studies using kinetic models such as the Arrhenius equation may not provide a direct
correlation for extended stability, valuable information can be obtained to portend future issues [25]. Decisions based
upon scientific data are imperative, thus analytical tools discerning both the functional and biophysical changes
to establish a priori acceptance criteria of purified critical reagents and conjugates [8,17,26,27] thereof will set the
foundation of attributes to monitor over time. The business decision to implement a testing plan in parallel with
best practices and standardized procedures executed by trained scientists will safeguard the critical reagent supply
and minimize investigations.

Future perspective
It is crucial to understand fully what factors can influence the integrity of the supply of critical reagents to avoid
inherent performance consequences to the LBA. Optimization of conjugation methods, formulation and storage
conditions can impact critical reagents and thus merit further monitoring and investigation. The extent of reagent
stability characterization is a business decision which should consider reagent type, historical experience, and
intended use. New drug and reagent modalities may need more frequent stability testing and characterization than
historical reagent types.
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Executive summary

• Critical reagents are precious assets and a long-term, quality resupply should be available for assay use and study
support.

• Stability of bispecific drug A-Ru was achieved when low pH formulation buffer (4.0) was used for the conjugation
reaction and final formulation (case study 1).

• Mitigation of high molecular weight species during purification of murine antidrug B was accomplished using
100 mM glycine-HCl, pH 3.0 for elution; however, it had minimal effect on the performance of the ligand-binding
assay (case study 2), demonstrating ligand-binding assay impact is on a case by case basis.

• We propose to characterize critical reagents in functional assays in tandem with the assessment of biophysical
properties to identify quality attributes that are predictive of stability and performance in the assay.
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During the past decade, a large number of cell-based medicinal products have 
been tested in clinical trials for the treatment of various diseases and tissue defects. 
However, licensed products and those approaching marketing authorization are still 
few. One major area of challenge is the manufacturing and quality development 
of these complex products, for which significant manipulation of cells might be 
required. While the paradigms of quality, safety and efficacy must apply also to 
these innovative products, their demonstration may be demanding. Demonstration 
of comparability between production processes and batches may be difficult for 
cell-based medicinal products. Thus, the development should be built around a well-
controlled manufacturing process and a qualified product to guarantee reproducible 
data from nonclinical and clinical studies.

Keywords:  cell-based • manufacturing • quality • regenerative • regulatory • therapy

Through the advent of biotechnology, thera-
peutic options have been expanded by large 
biological molecules, antibodies and recom-
binant proteins. More recently, with increas-
ing knowledge of cell and tissue architecture 
of health and disease, therapies became tar-
geted, not only to the metabolic, pharmaco-
logic and/or immunological interaction but 
also to the more complex regeneration, repair 
and replacement of human tissues. Gene 
therapy, somatic cell therapy and tissue-engi-
neered medicinal products have been con-
solidated in the EU legislation as advanced 
therapy medicinal products (ATMPs) [1]. 
The present paper outlines particular chal-
lenges related to the development of cell-
based medicinal products (CBMPs). The 
term CBMP is used specifically to illustrate 
common requirements for products, which 
contain engineered cells or tissues as active 
substance and encompass medicinal products 
for somatic cell therapy, tissue-engineered 
products and combined ATMPs, that is, cells 
in combination with medical devices.

CBMPs hold high expectations for the 
treatment of diseases and tissue/organ defects 

for which traditional therapies and medici-
nal products have not provided satisfactory 
outcome [2]. Presently, two products for car-
tilage repair (ChondroCelect [3] and MACI 
[4]) have received a marketing authorization 
(MA) in the EU and a third one for treatment 
of metastatic, castrate-resistant prostate can-
cer (Provenge [5]). According to the industry, 
the clinical translation and commercializa-
tion of CBMPs are in strong progress world-
wide [6,7], although most developers in EU at 
this stage come from academia, hospitals or 
small and medium enterprises (SMEs), often 
spin-off of those institutions [8].

In contrast to cell/organ transplantation, 
the developers of new CBMPs are making 
use of significant manipulation of the cells 
in an attempt to modulate the differentiation 
potential and plasticity of cell populations. 
Cultured cells, however, are complex as phar-
maceuticals and require further knowledge 
and manufacturing experience to support 
commercial production. The CBMP field is 
currently struggling with similar problems 
as the first recombinant proteins 20 years 
ago – appropriate frameworks for these types 
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of products need to be established by both developers 
and regulators while specific knowledge and control of 
the cell-based technologies are steadily growing.

What are the relevant legal/regulatory 
documents to be followed in EU?
The regulatory authorization of ATMPs in the EU is 
defined by legislation [1] and is concisely described by 
Kassim and Somerville [9]. Requirements for the MA 
of medicinal products are described in the pharma-
ceutical legislation (EudraLex Volume 1). Mandatory 
requirements are included in Regulations and Direc-
tives, while those included in guidelines or guidance 
documents, reflection papers or similar documents 
are recommendations based on the current scientific 
knowledge on a particular subject. Monographs from 
the European Pharmacopoeia (Ph.Eur.) constitute 
mandatory requirements while general chapters in the 
Ph.Eur. include recommendations that are not manda-
tory unless otherwise stated in a given text. In general, 
all these requirements apply at the time of EU market-
ing authorization application (MAA). The control of 
their gradual application during clinical development is 
under the remit of national competent authorities for 
clinical trial approval.

The new regulatory environment (Regulation 
[EC] No 1394/2007 [1], revised Annex I of Directive 
2001/83/EC [10] and EMA guidelines [11–13]) is gradu-
ally supporting industry in issues related to CBMPs, but 
experience is lacking on appropriate analytical methods 
and novel strategies to build up standardization and 
quality control. Also the upscale of the manufacturing 
processes to commercially viable batch sizes of CBMPs 
generates in itself additional limits and challenges [14]. 
Tailored approaches provided in recent EU legislation 
and guidance (Directive 2009/120/EC [10], includ-
ing EMA Guideline on the Risk-Based Approach for 
ATMPs [15]), are discussed in depth later.

Cells are much more complex entities than 
small molecules & therapeutic proteins
Cells are fragile, complex, living systems, capable of 
responding to external signals. Whenever their environ-
ment changes, the cells tend to respond, which makes 
the quality control of CBMPs a challenging undertak-
ing [2]. Most crucial in any CBMP production, like 
during in vivo tissue morphogenesis, is the spatiotem-
poral organization of a heterogeneous population of 
cells into a controlled entity with intended properties 
and functionality. In vivo the mechanisms underlying 
this organization are governed by co-ordinated and 
interconnected intracellular and extracellular events 
that involve, for example, gene expression and imprint-
ing and activation of a variety of signal transduction 

pathways. There are examples suggesting that in vitro 
processes not based on critical developmental phe-
nomena and used without understanding of the limi-
tations of the cells are unlikely to be successful [16,17]. 
For example, the factors impacting cell functionality 
in tissue renewal [18], the location and characterization 
of the cells [19] and plasticity [20,21] have been shown 
important for clinical efficacy of the grafts. Therefore, 
the in vitro process should be designed based on crucial 
parameters controlling cell biological events and fol-
lowing the knowledge on developmental cell biology. 
Furthermore, appropriate quality control is vital, since a 
poorly controlled product and production process may 
have impact on safety and efficacy, which therefore has 
a direct consequence for the treated patient.

A well-controlled product is one that is characterized 
in terms of identity, purity and potency, and function, 
ideally reflecting the intended mode of action. In order 
to ensure consistent manufacture, product stability and 
comparability after manufacturing changes, functional 
testing is important and may provide invaluable infor-
mation. Some developers are utilizing multiple assays 
to cover different aspects of characterization, process 
validation, release, stability and comparability testing.

Major challenges related to a cell-based product are 
microbiological contamination, arising from either the 
cells/tissues used as starting material or the production 
process, and possible dedifferentiation/loss of cell func-
tion due to the manipulation. Further quality challenges 
for CBMPs are related to the consistency of the product 
and the production process, which may be difficult to 
validate due to, for example, autologous nature of the 
products and small sample sizes limiting the number of 
analytical tests, among others.

Your product is as good as the quality of the 
starting & raw materials
The cells/tissues used as starting materials, be they of 
autologous or allogeneic origin, can be very heteroge-
neous due to interindividual variability of donors, the 
variable content of cells other than the intended ones 
and because the isolated cells are not in a synchronized 
cell cycle. Furthermore, the origin of the cells may have 
significant impact on the phenotype and functionality 
of the cells after manipulation, as described, for exam-
ple, for mesenchymal stem/stroma cells (MSCs) [22]. 
The age and health status of the donors may also deter-
mine the cells’ response in culture [23]. Living cells are 
complex entities and only limited control over cell prop-
agation and manipulation in vitro is possible. To further 
add to the complexity, there are limited possibilities to 
remove impurities, purification steps might affect the 
cells themselves and terminal sterilization of these prod-
ucts is impossible. Appropriate counter-measures are to 
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rigorously control the starting materials with appropri-
ate predefined acceptance criteria that go beyond the 
requirements for donor testing, and the establishment 
of standard operating procedures for sourcing and 
transport of the cells. The sourcing of cells is to be con-
ducted in compliance with the blood or tissues and cells 
legislations [24–28]; the information needs to be available 
to the manufacturer of the CBMP in order to comply 
with the GMP requirements and need to be reflected 
in the quality dossier. A good panel of suitable, vali-
dated/qualified analytical tools also enhances control of 
variability and acceptable heterogeneity, as described by 
Davie et al. [29].

Detailed documentation of cell cloning or cell bank-
ing/storage procedures performed according to regula-
tory requirements will ensure control over the quality 
of the starting materials and permit traceability should 
issues arise.

During past decades, high-risk reagents have been 
used in research (e.g., animal brain extracts, cholera 
toxin, and so on). In production of CBMPs for human 
use, such materials are problematic due to limited pos-
sibilities to control the source, purity and safety of these 
reagents. Thus, alternative raw materials with bet-
ter safety profile should be considered already in early 
development of the products.

Adequate acceptance criteria for any other materi-
als used in the manufacturing process, defined as raw 
materials in the legislation, are essential, particularly for 
biological materials such as cytokines and growth fac-
tors. This serves to ensure manufacturing consistency, 
comparability and traceability. The acceptance criteria 
have further relevance for safety, since those reagents 
may remain in the final product. Specific attention 
should be given to risks related to the biological source 
and pooling of the substances used in the raw mate-
rial as well as testing for and removal of adventitious 
agents. Depending on the source of the raw material 
and the substances used in its production, the safety 
risks to be considered may be different and a risk assess-
ment should be performed to justify their use. A general 
text regarding the expected quality of these biological 
raw materials, that is, reagents, is being prepared by the 
Ph.Eur. and has been released for public consultation 
in fall 2014. To comply with GMP requirements, the 
information needs to be available to the manufacturer 
of the CBMP and reflected in the quality dossier.

Sourcing of complex cells for production of 
CBMPs: the potentials of embryonic stem 
cells & induced pluripotent stem cells for the 
development of cell-based therapies
The discovery and culture of embryonic stem cells 
(ESCs) in 1998 [30] stirred a worldwide interest for stem 

cell research, but brought up serious bioethical issues 
[31]. Along with these concerns, the fact that ESCs form 
teratomas slowed down the start of first clinical trials 
and increased the challenges concerning development 
of human ESC-derived cellular therapeutics [32,33]. Ear-
lier observations showing that transcriptional factors 
regulate the cell phenotypes [34] led Yamanaka in 2006 
to produce induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) simi-
lar to ESCs [35]. Immediately after the discovery, iPSCs 
attracted worldwide attention and became the epicen-
ter of pluripotent stem cell research for their functional 
properties and capability to give rise to all types of 
tissues and even whole animals [36].

Nevertheless, iPSCs also form teratomas and may 
pose the same risk of tumorigenicity as hES cells [37]. 
iPSCs, when produced by retroviral transfection, carry 
oncogenic virus and can be considered problematic as 
starting material to develop CBMPs. The major draw-
back in current use of pluripotent stem cell-derived 
therapies is the need to impose a differentiation pro-
gram toward the intended cell population/function that 
inevitably will lead to the possible presence of undif-
ferentiated stem cells at the time of administration [38]. 
Minimizing undifferentiated pluripotent stem cells in 
CBMPs is crucial because of the risk of malignancy. At 
present, only few clinical trials were or are conducted 
with ESCs and only one with iPSs [39], because in-depth 
knowledge of the differentiation process and character-
ization of human ESCs and iPSCs is needed prior to 
their clinical use, in particular of their genetic stability 
and possible teratogenicity.

The fully established manufacturing process 
has to be controlled & validated at the 
commercial scale
For most CBMPs, the manufacturing process from the 
starting materials to the finished product is a continu-
ous process. A target product profile, based on a sound 
scientific rationale, aids the establishment of the manu-
facturing process. This information should be gained 
through characterization studies and may provide basis 
for setting the initial specification limits for produc-
tion and of the final product. A rigid and standardized 
process is advisable as early as possible [14], although 
some flexibility might be introduced at later develop-
ment stages based on knowledge gained. Variability in 
the manufacturing process should be kept at minimum 
where possible and sufficient controls need to be in 
place to verify consistency at intermediate stages after 
relevant safety and clinical data have been gathered. 
This basic approach of minimizing change and vari-
ability is also applicable for scale-up and/or automation, 
which should be carefully planned if conducted during 
later stages of development [40].
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Each step of the manufacturing process needs to be 
adequately defined and validated. For example, cell 
density, population doubling times and frequency of 
media changes can all have substantial impact on the 
growth kinetics of the cells, proliferation/differentia-
tion and signaling, among others, and ultimately on 
the product and thus should be defined by the pro-
cess and monitored by in-process controls (IPCs) and 
tests [41]. Cell storage and transport conditions need 
to be defined through testing and limits for tempera-
tures, holding/transportation times, and so on, have to 
be established. If the cells are to be stored frozen, the 
impact of freezing and thawing steps, including materi-
als used to protect the cells (e.g., DMSO) should be eval-
uated. Fully validated processes, storage and transport 
conditions are expected at the time of the MAA.

It is advisable to invest effort in defining the limits 
of the manufacturing process from very early stages of 
development. A prudent approach is, for instance, to 
set the maximum number of cell divisions in culture 
needed to obtain cell numbers well above the required 
dose and characterizing the resulting cells to assure 
they retain the intended biological activity and genetic 
stability.

Process validation gains a prominent role also in 
cases where very limited amount of material is available 
for release testing such as in certain autologous prepa-
rations. Where feasible, the introduction of a freezing 
step could be useful to ensure completion of the release 
testing prior to patient exposure.

Many of the products are intended for immediate 
use after production with very short shelf-lives. In cases 
where the nature of the product limits the possibilities 
for batch release testing of the finished product, the 
missing information could be complemented through 
more extensive product characterization, process 
validation data, as well as IPCs performed at critical 
steps [10].

The analytical methods matter
Although new analytical methods undoubtedly will be 
developed, proper tools are already currently available 
to characterize and control cell preparations. When a 
mechanism of action can be associated with a particular 
protein (marker) or function of the cells, in principle, 
an assay making use of these characteristics should be 
available as applied for analyzing biotechnologically 
manufactured proteins. One example is flow cytometry, 
which with new, innovative detection and labeling sys-
tems can even be used to fingerprint cells. Furthermore, 
specific bioassays, immunochemical assays, assays for 
proliferation, apoptosis and enzymatic activity are avail-
able for cell characterization and quality control. The 
key to successful quality management for CBMPs is to 

find the critical parameters to be monitored at the vari-
ous steps of the manufacturing process and the corre-
sponding assays that can be used. Appropriate methods 
are needed as IPCs and/or for batch release testing, pro-
cess validation and for comparability and stability test-
ing. One of concerns in CBMPs is the effect of proce-
dures on genetic stability of the cells. Physiological stress 
or in vitro culture conditions may induce noticeable 
damage to the DNA and contribute to the occurrence 
of cell or chromosomal aberrations; the latter could be 
spontaneous or recurrent [42,43]. At least two groups of 
analytical techniques are currently available to assess 
cytogenetic abnormalities: conventional karyotyping, 
which is considered a valuable and useful technique to 
analyze chromosomal stability during nonclinical stud-
ies, and molecular cytogenetic techniques, comparative 
genomic hybridization array and single nucleotide poly-
morphism array, which could be used to look for recur-
rent aberrations due to their better sensitivity to detect a 
low proportion of abnormal cells [42].

In some cases, the exact test methods are difficult to 
define as mandatory for different CBMPs and thus the 
applicant may choose and justify the selection of a par-
ticular approach for the quality control of a CBMP. Ste-
rility testing, for example, is a requirement for CBMPs 
and for many other medicines (injectables). While the 
assay for sterility is described in an Ph.Eur. monograph 
(i.e., mandatory requirement), it cannot be applied as 
a release test for most CBMPs as described (e.g., vol-
ume of sample needed, time to completion, and so on). 
Therefore, new monographs and general texts for alter-
native sterility testing have been included in the Ph.Eur 
[44,45]. They may be easier to conduct, but still are lim-
ited by the time needed to get results (reduction from 
14 to 7 days) and therefore they cannot be applied as a 
decisive release test in cases where the final cell product 
has a very limited shelf-life. Alternative faster meth-
ods are being developed and are welcome, but there 
is still little experience about their robustness as com-
pared with the traditional Ph.Eur. method. Therefore, 
while it is possible to conduct sterility testing using an 
innovative approach, most probably, justification of its 
use will have to include validation against the Ph.Eur. 
method at the time of MAA. Experience gained by the 
applicant or others (e.g., scientific literature) can be 
supportive for this justification and the information 
be included as part of the risk assessment. In any case, 
all analytical tools need to be robust, sensitive, specific 
and reliable. For the release of commercial batches and 
stability assays, method validation according to Inter-
national Conference on Harmonisation requirements 
[46] is expected. For other assays, less stringent require-
ments may apply, yet they also need to be qualified for 
the intended use.
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Potency assays are essential
A CBMP final product and especially its active sub-
stance need to be characterized to a level that ensures 
that only a safe and efficacious product will be admin-
istered to a patient. Where mixed cell populations are 
administered, characterization studies need to provide 
the scientific support that the result of potency assay(s) 
applied to the whole product is mediated by the cell 
population(s) responsible for the therapeutic effect 
rather than other populations present.

Characterization studies should also support devel-
opment of suitable assays for in-process, release and 
stability testing. Physicochemical methods are mainly 
needed to establish identity, cell number and viability, 
purity and genetic stability of the product. However, as 
described by Bravery et al. [47] physicochemical param-
eters alone, including cell surface marker tests, cannot 
be considered sufficient for testing of engineered via-
ble cells, which by definition are biological medicinal 
products [10]. Biological activity/potency is one of the 
key parameters for biological products and an ultimate 
link between quality, safety and efficacy of the prod-
uct. Functional assays are used for the development of 
the products and they are relevant for characterization 
and validation of the manufacturing process, as well 
as for characterization of the active substance. Valid, 
functional potency tests are also imperative for compa-
rability testing, as well as for safeguarding process and 
product consistency [47–49].

Often surrogate potency assays have been designed 
and developed based on the identification/quantifica-
tion of cell surface markers, of an RNA sequence and/or 
morphological characteristics that are not directly asso-
ciated to the pharmacological, metabolic or immuno-
logical function of the product. In other cases, the 
potency assay has been based on cell viability or self-
renewal activity data. In most of these cases, such pro-
posed potency assays do not represent the function of 
the product in itself and cannot be considered a quanti-
tative measure of the biological activity. Assessment of 
general functional properties like cell growth, survival 
and migration is useful but not sufficiently specific to 
measure potency of a product.

A functional potency assay must be able to assess the 
relevant biological effect, that is, bone-forming capac-
ity, paracrine effects, activation of a metabolic pathway, 
expression of specific receptors in response to external 
stimuli in the tissue microenvironment, potential for 
differentiation, bone marrow homing capacity, stimu-
lation of the immune function or secretion of cytokines 
to mention a few functional properties. Ideally, one or 
more properties that reflect directly the intended thera-
peutic action of the product can be used in a multiple 
approach to establish the potency of the product.

The potency assay(s) could be in vitro (cell-based 
assays) or in vivo (in relevant animal models) assays, 
although the in vivo assays are better suited for product 
characterization and validation of other assays than for 
quality control. Furthermore, functional tests may be 
too complex and time consuming for release testing, 
especially if the products are intended for immediate 
use after production with very short shelf-lives. In such 
case, the ‘multiple’ approach for potency testing can be 
used to validate a surrogate assay for release. Potency 
assays used for batch release should be sensitive, 
reliable, robust and easy to conduct.

Can we measure comparability of two 
similar cell batches?
In the life cycle of a CBMP, changes of the starting 
materials, reagents or the manufacturing processes are 
inevitable. Upscale of allogeneic CBMP manufactur-
ing process required for Phase III clinical trials or reg-
istered product release into market is likely to include 
substantial modifications. Having gathered relevant 
safety and efficacy data with a given product, there 
should be tools available to establish the comparability 
of the cell-based product before and after the introduced 
change. This comparability exercise may not be a sim-
ple feat and, in addition to the analytical approaches, 
may require further nonclinical and clinical testing. 
In such situations, functional in vitro/in vivo assays 
are invaluable. As already mentioned for potency, it is 
recommended to establish multiple assays during the 
development to cover the needs of characterization 
and process validation and to overcome the limitations 
related to batch release testing.

Several scenarios are described below to illustrate 
that the extent of the comparability studies will vary 
according to the stage of development of the product or 
the affected manufacturing step. The role of the com-
parability exercise is to demonstrate that pre- and post-
change product perform equally, thereby confirming 
the relevance of previously obtained results. As an 
example, changes of the supplier of a biologically active 
raw material might trigger the need for comparabil-
ity data. If clear quality criteria for the reagent were 
in place, data on the performance of the reagent and 
characteristics/functionality of the cells at the specific 
step could suffice. On the other side of the spectrum, 
substantial changes to the manufacturing process of a 
product, from which clinical data are already gathered, 
inevitably lead to differences between the ‘old’ and the 
‘new’ product requesting more extensive comparability 
data to justify the differences and address the possible 
impact on product safety and/or efficacy. In this case, 
functional testing plays a key role and absence of such 
assays might result in the need for bridging nonclinical 
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studies and/or additional clinical data. Examples for 
possible substantial changes to the manufacturing pro-
cess include changes to the cell culture medium, the 
culturing process, the isolation procedures, analytical 
procedures and the formulation to name a few.

MSCs isolated from a variety of human tissues are 
possibly the most commonly developed allogeneic cell 
therapies. MSC characterization is often reduced to a 
set of three criteria defined for bone marrow-derived 
MSCs. Those are cell adherence to the plastic, expres-
sion of CD73, CD90 and CD105 markers (and absence 
of hematopoietic lineage markers), and differentiation 
into mesenchymal cell types under modified culture 
conditions, as summarized by International Society 
for Cellular Therapy [50]. More recent studies suggest 
that within this broad definition of MSCs, there are in 
fact several specific types of cells with differing char-
acteristics and functionality [51]. Furthermore, recent 
publications indicate that cell markers vary with the 
microenvironment of the tissues from where they are 
collected as well as with the culturing in vitro [52]. 
While molecular mechanisms for MSC therapeu-
tic activity for particular indication may not yet be 
clear and fully characterized, using preset criteria not 
reflecting the mode of action remains a poor approach 
to demonstrate batch-to-batch comparability. Keeping 
in mind that it is not uncommon that CBMP develop-
ment may take more than a decade, it is advisable to 
define comparability criteria and release assays based 
on state-of-the-art technology platforms. The Interna-
tional Society for Cellular Therapy criteria or examples 
of limited marker sets for characterization of previ-
ously developed therapy candidates may not represent 
the optimal choice and possibly will be considered 
outdated by the time a product reaches the evaluation 
stage. In any case, phenotypic profile combined with 
functional testing remains the best supportive dem-
onstration of comparability. Therefore, even during 
the early stage of CBMP development, a strategy for 
comparability testing should be developed to manage 
change and assure a ‘filiation’ of pre- and post-change 
product and data gathered for MAA.

Manipulation & changes in cell 
characteristics may have an impact on cell 
fate, persistence, engraftment & overall 
efficacy of a CBMP
Questions that often come up when manipulated cells 
are administered to patients are whether the biodistri-
bution of transplanted cells is unchanged, what pro-
portion of cells remained structurally and viably intact, 
whether they adapt to the heterologous tissue environ-
ment and remain capable of exerting the expected 
mechanism of action (e.g., to repair, replace and 

regenerate a damage tissue, to secrete growth factors, 
to express a metabolic function or any other).

These questions are not easily answered, since the 
initial dose of cells, their administration (infusion or 
local placement and insertion), their migration capac-
ity, state of differentiation as well as the formulation 
used (cells being encapsulated or attached on the 
membrane, with and without biocompatible scaf-
folds or other substances) all have an impact. There-
fore, close monitoring of the functional activity and 
assessment of structural integrity/sustainability of a 
given CBMP is important to correlate with pharma-
cology. In cases, where surrogate assays are needed 
for batch release testing (e.g., due to short shelf-lives), 
in vivo nonclinical assays and noninvasive technolo-
gies may provide valuable information for the product 
and allow the surrogate assays to be correlated with 
functionality/biological activity of the product.

Increasing complexity to the third 
dimension: combined products
In the area of regenerative medicine, cell-based prod-
ucts may include also other materials (e.g., structural 
components, biomolecules and feeder cells, among 
others), which add an additional level of complexity. 
For combined ATMPs, Directive 2009/120/EC [10] 
considers that the medical device component can be 
either an integral part of the active substance – where 
the cells are cultured together with the structural 
component, or of the finished product – when the 
substantially manipulated cells are combined with 
the device at the time of manufacture of the finished 
product or at the time of administration of the fin-
ished product. In CBMPs combined with additional 
substances such as scaffolds, matrices, biomaterials 
or biomolecules, the cells alone are rarely responsible 
for the entire mechanism of action (be it tissue regen-
eration, repair or replacement or treatment, preven-
tion or diagnosis of a disease): the medical device or 
additional substances will contribute to the intended 
therapeutic effect.

For combined products, the components (cells and 
other materials) need to be characterized separately 
and in the combination, thus extending the character-
ization and functional testing requirements of the final 
product. It has become clear that manufacturing steps 
to create scaffolds from human tissues can impact the 
final combination product. One recent example has 
shown that decellularization of human tracheas may 
compromise mechanical integrity of the resulting 
scaffold and hence that of the combined ATMP [53]. 
Therefore, it is imperative to also validate the manu-
facturing procedures of the noncellular components, 
and to extend the characterization studies to in vivo 
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follow-up of the combinations to ensure integrity and 
sustainability in clinical use.

A further level of complexity arises with the presence 
of living cells derived from different animal/human 
(autologous or allogenic) sources used as feeder lay-
ers of the CBMPs. Although the feeder cells do not 
directly contribute to the CBMPs mode of action, they 
often remain in the final product, and may impact 
culture reproducibility and overall product safety and 
efficacy. A rigorous production and characterization 
of master and working cell banks, for example, can 
greatly decrease the feeder cell culture variability gener-
ally found in autologous feeder cell cultures established 
without master cell banking. Furthermore, cell bank-
ing allows an extensive characterization of the cells and 
manufacturing under GMP conditions, thus decreas-
ing also the risk of transmissible diseases. Moreover, 
validation of the methods used to mitotically arrest the 
feeder cells is also key to decrease possible tumorige-
nicity risks. Finally, possible immune reactions against 
animal/allogeneic material are also representing a risk 
that should be mitigated. Therefore, a thorough analy-
sis of the feeder cell source, production process, quality 
attributes and controls, homogeneity, lack of prolifera-
tion and potential risks is paramount for utilization of 
feeder cells for CBMP clinical use.

Are patient cells suitable for 
therapeutic use?
As explained previously, CBMPs are complex entities 
that will respond to external signals, including the 
health status and effects of concomitant medication 
in both the donor and the recipient. This should be 
taken into consideration when cells are sourced and 
subsequently used for cell therapy. Especially impor-
tant is the reflection on the possible introduction of 
tumorigenic or genetically altered cells into the prod-
uct when sourcing the starting material from cancer 
patients after standard treatments (e.g., irradiation and 
chemotherapy).

Chemical and biological molecules are also able 
to manipulate cells phenotypically and genetically, 
including cell activation, expansion and differentia-
tion. While much is known about how transcription 
factors and growth factors regulate differentiation pro-
grams of stem/pluripotent cell, there are very limited 
data available about effects of patient medication on 
cells when concomitantly used during the cell therapy. 
Especially, possible effects on dedifferentiation/loss of 
function/apoptosis of cells should be considered. Risk 
mitigation through selection of appropriate donors and 
adequate exclusion criteria for the clinical use should be 
clearly delineated before embarking into development 
of new CBMPs.

How can the risk-based approach help 
through the mission?
CBMPs contain a wide variety of cell-based products 
with different specific risks and risk factor profiles 
and, as discussed above, they may face limitations and 
challenges not foreseen for other medicinal products. 
Thus, a flexible, case-by-case regulatory approach is 
necessary. Consequently, the option of a risk-based 
approach has been implemented in the legislation for 
ATMPs [10]. The risk-based approach provides a strat-
egy to determine the extent of quality, nonclinical and 
clinical data to be included in the MAA. The inten-
tion and the details of the methodological application 
are outlined in the recently published guideline on the 
risk-based approach [15]. It is important to note that the 
process starts at the beginning of the CBMP develop-
ment and matures as scientific knowledge on the prod-
uct increases. Even if this flexible approach is used, it 
is important to highlight that the collected data to be 
presented at the time of the MA application should be 
in accordance with the scientific guidelines relating to 
quality, safety and efficacy of a CBMP [11,12]. Moreover, 
the strategy of the risk-based approach may be also to 
use it as a scientifically sound justification for any devi-
ation from the technical requirements for a cell-based 
product as defined in Directive 2009/120/EC [10].

The principles and the methodology of the risk-
based approach are based on the identification of spe-
cific risks associated with the clinical use of a CBMP 
and risks inherent to the CBMP that are linked to 
quality, manufacturing and administration of the 
product. Their identification may be supported by 
published adequate scientific data. It should be noted 
that the risks of a CBMP are often not different from 
those of other classes of ATMPs or even other classes 
of medicinal products. They may include, for example, 
unwanted immunogenicity, tumor formation, unin-
tended biodistribution/cell homeostasis and (ectopic) 
tissue formation, contaminants from the production 
process, as well as toxicity due to toxic degradation 
products from structural components.

Risks can be mitigated to some extent through the 
quality management system for manufacture using 
starting materials of appropriate quality and validated 
processes. It should be noted that frequently used risk 
management and process tools are not directly linked 
to the risk-based approach for CBMPs as outlined in 
the respective guideline [54].

To conclude on a specific risk associated with the 
CBMP under development, the contribution of spe-
cific risk factors should be evaluated by a systematic 
approach of individual risk/risk-factor combinations. 
It is important to highlight that the different risk 
factors associated with an individual risk are mainly 
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CBMP product specific, but nevertheless multifacto-
rial. Risk factors may be related for instance to the 
nature and composition of the CBMP, the manu-
facturing process as well as nonclinical and clinical 
aspects.

Examples of risk factors associated with a cell-based 
product are: the origin of cells or tissues, the level of 
cell manipulation, the presence of feeder cells of dif-
ferent sources, noncellular components, microbiologi-
cal contamination arising from the cells or tissues used 
as starting material or from the production process, 
the ability of CBMP to proliferate and/or differenti-
ate, possibility for cell transformation to malignan-
cies, the ability of the CBMP to initiate an immune 
response, possible ectopic engraftment of the cells in 
nontarget tissues, the specific mode of administration 
and the duration of exposure of the CBMP. In the 
MAA, the developer will have to justify that the pro-
vided scientific quality, nonclinical and clinical data 
and/or published information are sufficient to address 
the overall risks and risk factors for which a reasonable 
relationship has been identified.

What should be in place for early clinical 
studies: in terms of control of the product
While the requirements for a MAA in the EU are 
clearly outlined in the ATMP Regulation and in the 
EMA guidelines, pinpointing the exact requirements 
for early clinical studies is difficult. This is because the 
scientific background knowledge differs widely for dif-
ferent ATMPs. Furthermore, it is acknowledged that 
being on the right track toward a MA is not necessar-
ily the same as getting a clinical trial approved. This 
divergence arises from the fact that the clinical trial 
is approved as a self-standing undertaking consider-
ing mainly safety aspect for the patients, but generally 
not with the view of whether the resulting data are the 
ones needed to complete a MAA. During the clinical 
trial stage, quality data are summarized in the Investi-
gational Medicinal Product Dossier, which expands in 
volume as more data and experience become available. 
At the MAA stage, assessment has a wider scope of 
ensuring that the applicant is capable of reproducibly 
and consistently manufacturing a high quality prod-
uct. Thus, the entire manufacturing history and par-
ticularly manufacturing control and validation form a 
core part of the assessment. In addition, full validation 
according to International Conference on Harmonisa-
tion guidelines [46] only becomes compulsory at the 
MAA stage.

The approval of clinical trials is in the remit of 
EU Member States, not the EMA. To harmonize 
the approach to clinical trial assessment and approv-
als, a voluntary harmonization approach to share the 

assessment of multinational trials (VHP procedure) is 
already available and used by the Member States.

A complete revision of the EU clinical trials frame-
work into a fully integrated European system has been 
adopted in 2014. The new Clinical Trial Regulation 
536/2014/EC [55] is meant to facilitate in particular 
the conduct of multinational clinical trials with single 
points for submission and reporting Member States 
for approval. It will apply no earlier than May 2016.

As previously outlined, the first step should be the 
definition of a target product profile based on state-of-
the-art scientific knowledge. The two main outcomes 
of this exercise need to be the definition of the product 
and a proposed mechanism of action. It is essential 
that the specifications proposed reflect this mecha-
nism of action and that characterization studies and 
later clinical trial data serve to verify the validity of 
the hypothesis. Although not directly applicable to 
ATMPs, some reflections provided in the Guideline 
on the requirements for quality documentation con-
cerning biological investigational medicinal prod-
ucts in clinical trials [56] namely on the requirements 
toward increasingly validated processes and assays are 
of relevance.

The already mentioned characterization studies 
need to link the product with state-of the-art knowl-
edge, that is, provide product-specific data to support 
scientific claims. A further important point for prod-
ucts that consist of cell mixtures is to make an effort 
to identify the cell population responsible for the bio-
logical effect and to experimentally address the ques-
tion whether additional cell populations present have 
a positive or negative effect or no contribution to the 
mechanism of action.

Conclusion
Consistent production, appropriate quality control 
and comparability testing are demanding for novel 
CBMPs. Therefore, the developers are advised to be 
prepared from early on to foresee possible challenges 
and limitations in the manufacturing and quality 
development. Special attention should be paid to 
starting and raw materials, characterization of the 
active substance/final product, analytical tools and 
special issues/components of the product to ensure 
consistent, well-qualified product. For CBMPs the 
quality is directly linked to safety and efficacy/func-
tionality of the product. Thus, only with standard-
ized and well-controlled products can the results from 
nonclinical and clinical studies be robust. In case 
there are significant challenges foreseen, the devel-
opers should engage with regulators to seek for pos-
sible solutions. The available guidelines should guide 
and support developers and the risk-based approach 
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is warmly recommended as a tool to get flexibility to 
standard regulatory requirements.

Future perspectives of regulatory 
requirements
Many of the novel cell-based therapies are developed 
by small academic groups, hospitals, nonprofit orga-
nizations and SMEs [8], which might not have as their 
immediate goal to translate their scientific development 
into authorized medicines. Furthermore, they might 
lack expertise, experience and the financial resources to 
move an ATMP from the research phase into clinical 
trials and finally into a MAA. There are hundreds of 
papers published on cell therapy or tissue engineering 
every year, but only few therapies have been reviewed 
by the Regulatory Authorities for market access. Addi-
tionally, there is a big discrepancy between the num-
ber of patients treated so far in Europe with ATMPs 
and the amount of available good quality clinical data, 
which can be used for regulatory purposes: some of 
these products were legally available in some member 
states (e.g., as transplants or medical devices) without 
(extensive) pre-approval clinical trials or a systematic 
collection of safety and efficacy data during clinical 
use. As a result, there are treatments with long clinical 
history, but with serious difficulties in proving their 
effectiveness in a scientific manner.

The growth of the ATMP market in Europe there-
fore is still far from that predicted by the Commission 
in 2003 [57]. There are multiple elements contributing 
to this situation. Among them are: changes in manu-
facturing protocols, changes of the manufacturing sites, 
problems with proper design of clinical trials and also 
with gathering funds for long-term clinical trials [58]. 
Also, the regulatory framework for ATMPs came only 
in operation in the beginning of 2009. Whereas the 
regulatory framework for gene and somatic cell therapy 
medicinal products was set in 2003, the ATMP Regu-
lation defined tissue-engineered products as medicinal 
products and included ATMPs in the mandatory scope 
of the centralized procedure.

The ATMP Regulation has been specifically devel-
oped for and adapted to ATMPs, aiming to provide a 
clear regulatory route for these products to gain access 
to the European market. It provides for specific adap-
tations for ATMPs, such as the risk-based approach, 
GMP, GCP and technical (dossier) requirements, as 
well as two new pre-authorization procedures: ATMP 
classification and ATMP certification. However, as 
this legislation builds on the general legislation for 
medicinal products, it has been reported [59,60] that it 
is onerous for ATMP developers to comply with all the 
regulatory requirements for medicines (such as manu-
facture and quality control under GMP, the need to 

set up and maintain an EU wide pharmacovigilance 
system) and that the dossier requirement is not suffi-
ciently adequate or adapted to ATMP under develop-
ment. For the latter, it cannot be stressed enough that 
the provision of the risk-based approach, as explained 
in detail above, provides a unique legal possibility for 
ATMPs to tailor the quality, nonclinical and clinical 
dossier content as specified in Directive 2009/120/EC 
[10], based on specific risks (or lack thereof). This regu-
latory flexibility, which is not available to other medi-
cines, is at present not used to its full extent. Further 
refinement can be expected as the ATMP Regulation 
1394/2007/EC may be further revised in the near 
future, considering the stakeholders’ recommendations 
present in the EC report on its 5 years’ application [60].

Regulatory challenges are linked to the specificities 
of the products, to the profile of the ATMP developers 
or, likely to a combination of both. Regulatory chal-
lenges with ATMPs, linked to the product specificities, 
encountered by Committee for Advanced Therapies 
(CAT) include (note that this is not a restricted list): 
how to regulate CBMP composed of nonmanipulated 
cells for indications that are considered ‘nonhomolo-
gous’; how to manage the inherent difficulties to con-
duct clinical trials involving a surgical intervention, or 
how to employ a surgical comparator, with the expec-
tation for randomized controlled trials in the MAA; 
how to authorize novel treatment schemes whereby 
other (non-ATMP) products such as immunomodu-
lators are required to be administered prior, after or 
together with the ATMP to obtain the required clini-
cal effect. It may also be challenging to justify the ‘new 
active substance’ (NAS) status for ATMPs based on 
the same cell type that is part of another previously 
licensed CBMP. As part of the evaluation of the MAA, 
the Rapporteurs will also review the NAS claim by the 
applicant and this will be adopted by the CAT and 
Committee for Human Medicinal Products. In order 
to substantiate the NAS claim, the applicant will have 
to identify the active substance in the finished product. 
For most CBMPs, the manufacturing process from the 
starting materials to the finished product is a continu-
ous process, so the applicant will have to set the demar-
cation between the active substance and the finished 
product. Both the ATMP legislation and the applicable 
guidelines are not descriptive in this respect. For com-
bined ATMPs, Directive 2009/120/EC [10] provides a 
legal interpretation of the status of the medical device 
component. However, the applicant needs also to 
demonstrate whether the medical device or additional 
substances will contribute to the intended therapeutic 
effect, thus being integral part of the product. These 
aspects should be included in the justification of the 
NAS status of the CBMP, for example, to justify the 
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NAS status of a chondrocyte-scaffold product after 
the approval of a CBMP containing a chondrocyte 
suspension.

CBMPs are not yet ‘mainstream medicines’, and as 
mentioned previously, they are a very diverse group of 
products, ranging from relatively simple progenitor 
cell products (e.g., chondrocytes) up to very complex 
CBMPs like 3D scaffolds harboring in vitro differenti-
ated and genetically modified cell types. Consequently, 
the scientific guidelines for these products might not 
always be fully applicable to a given CBMP under 
development. This, taken together with the fast evolu-
tion in science (e.g., first iPSC-based product entering 
in clinical development in Japan [39]), puts considerable 
challenges, both scientific and regulatory, to developers 
and regulators.

In order to address the regulatory hurdles and the 
novel scientific challenges, the advice to develop-
ers of CBMPs is to get in contact with EU national 
regulatory authorities and/or the EMA as early and as 
frequently as possible.

Scientific issues not addressed in the guidelines can 
be addressed in a National or EMA scientific advice 
(SA) procedure. The latter includes routine involve-
ment of the CAT in order to ensure that the best avail-
able expertise in Europe is used, and also to provide a 
link with the Committee that later, should the devel-
opment program be successful, will be responsible for 
scientific assessment of the dossier. The CBMP devel-
opers should make most use of the SA presubmission 
activities offered by EMA to ensure that the questions 
asked to CAT/Committee for Human Medicinal 

Executive summary

Cells are much more complex entities than small molecules & therapeutic proteins
•	 Cell-based medicinal products (CBMPs) are complex pharmaceuticals, for which the development should 

be built around a defined manufacturing process and a qualified product to ensure robust and meaningful 
nonclinical and clinical results.

Your product is as good as the quality of the starting & raw materials
•	 All starting and raw materials should be controlled and tested according to predefined acceptance criteria 

with special focus on biologically active materials and their quality and consistency.
Sourcing of complex cells for production of CBMPs: the potentials of embryonic stem cells & induced 
pluripotent stem cells for the development of cell-based therapies
•	 The use of pluripotent stem cells as starting material requires in-depth knowledge of the differentiation 

process and characterization of the stem cells prior to their clinical use, in particular of their genetic stability 
and possible teratogenicity.

The fully established manufacturing process has to be controlled & validated at the commercial scale
•	 A rigid and standardized manufacturing process is advisable as early as possible and variability should be kept 

at minimum.
The analytical methods matter
•	 Key to successful quality management for CBMPs is to find the critical parameters of the product and the 

corresponding assays for testing.
Potency assays are essential
•	 Potency test(s) are essential for CBMPs as a link between quality, safety and efficacy of the product. 

Functional potency assays are critical for comparability testing and should be considered as early as possible.
Can we measure comparability of two similar cell batches?
•	 A strategy for comparability testing should be developed for every product to manage changes. Defined 

quality criteria for starting and raw materials, for all intermediates and for the final product are needed for 
the comparability strategy.

Increasing complexity to the third dimension: combined products
•	 For combined products, the components (cells and other materials) need to be characterized processes 

validated both separately and in the combination.
How can the risk-based approach help through the mission?
•	 The risk-based approach provides a unique legal possibility for ATMPs to tailor the quality, nonclinical and 

clinical dossier content, based on specific risks (or lack thereof).
What should be in place for early clinical studies: in terms of control of the product
•	 For clinical trials, specifications proposed for the product should reflect the targeted mechanism of action. The 

characterization studies and later clinical trial data should serve to verify the validity of the hypothesis.
Future perspectives of regulatory requirements
•	 Developers of CBMPs should get in contact with national regulatory authorities and/or the European 

Medicines Agency as early and as frequently as possible, when support is needed to overcome challenges and 
limitations in the development.
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Products are addressing all parts of the development 
(quality, nonclinical and clinical) in an optimal way, 
and are formulated in such a way that the most ade-
quate feedback can be obtained. Another procedure 
available to SMEs developing ATMPs registered at 
the EMA’s SME office is the ATMP certification pro-
cedure [61,62]. In this procedure, the CAT provides a 
scientific evaluation of early quality and nonclinical 
data. In other words, the CAT certification procedure 
is the only procedure before a MAA evaluation that 
provides assessment of data; SA provides feedback on 
Applicant’s questions, but does not include assessment.

Several entry doors are therefore available from early 
stages of development. These include interactions with 
the SA offices at national level or at the EMA Innova-
tion Task Force informal meetings, such as Innovation 
Task Force briefing meetings, where regulatory queries 
can be addressed directly to the regulators. Another 
important tool for CBMP developers is to make use of 
the ATMP classification procedure [63]: not only it will 

give regulatory clarity on whether a particular prod-
uct will be fulfilling the definition of an ATMP, but 
it is also a useful tool to establish first contacts with 
the CAT.
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